Electrophilic Aromatic Substitution: theoretical insight into halonium ion self-existence in catalytic system
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Abstract: Potential Energy Scan (PES) has already proven to be a powerful tool in computational chemistry to detect critical points in the energy path of a system, such as transition states and local minima/maxima in energy convergence. Previous studies showed a wide application of PES in many different fields of physical-chemical sciences, such as materials, supramolecular, and catalysis chemistry. Moreover, the evaluation of the basic PES algorithms at a reasonably affordable level of theory has in principle revealed good basic statistical relationships that allow further investigations in this research area. Herein, a simple and fast graphical method for accurate PES evaluation was proposed, performed at the PM7 semiempirical level of theory for catalytic systems in electrophilic aromatic substitution processes. The results presented in this case study showed a relative error ranging from 1.5 to 27.1% for most FeBr3–electrophiloid systems. The treatment of such systems with PES algorithms led to novel iron(V) species and opened a completely new field in tandem transition metal-nonmetal catalysis, implying entirely new insights. Moreover, the basic statistical analysis showed that there are no significant outliers, and therefore it can be concluded that the graphical analysis approach can be used in further detailed treatment of PES results in the search for saddle points and prediction of transition state properties under known conditions in the DFT and MP2 functions discussed here. The novel graphical methodology has been introduced by two applied graphical methods, and its accuracy demonstrated in semiempirical methods provides solid results in view of future development and application in a wide range of chemical sciences.
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1. Introduction

Electrophilic aromatic substitution (EAS) is the most discussed process in the chemical community, along with oxidations, reductions, and bond activation processes. So far, various mechanistic analyzes have been carried out and different mechanism pathways have been identified [1-3], especially with the development of new instrumental techniques, such as infrared (IR) spectroscopies with time-dependent resolution structure (i.e. femto-IR spectroscopy) or laser-induced IR [4,5]. On the other hand, catalysis, as a widely known and indispensable branch of chemical science nowadays, is undergoing a great development in the organometallic framework, especially considering transition metal chemistry therein [6]. Interestingly, many catalytically optimized systems for EAS have been reported so far, ranging from pro-electrophilic to protonic systems [7-13]. The
choice of electrophile in EAS has also been established as an important guideline in the optimization of potential new catalytic systems, and this is also a kind of answer to the unspeakable question why there are so many different catalytic “solutions” nowadays.

1.1. Energy path change along reaction coordinate – Cartesian Displacement Restriction phenomenon

As shown in eq. 14 with reference to eq. 3 (see Supplementary Material), electronic energy correlates proportionally when transposed into a vector system, which opens the possibility of expressing the change in energy gradient as a function of coordinate change. Each coordinate change is directly associated with small energy values added to the potential energy, which is an intrinsic property of an electron, and assigned to the simple vector of kinetic energy. Even though Schrödinger’s atomic theory surpasses Bohr’s, certain postulates in the interpretation of quantum mechanics remain valid to this day. One of these is that the electron, with its kinetic energy determined by its internal distance from the nucleus and its position at the predicted orbital level (position and state in a subshell), is defined such that its probability of being found in a space is determined by the normalized wave function $\psi^2$, this probability being increased up to 99% if both phases of the wave function are squared, thus covering the entire range of the function. Since the electron appears to possess certain amount of kinetic energy, it is given a trajectory in space. This trajectory is complex enough to rationalize not only as a simple vector value in an imposed imaginary coordinate system consisting of x, y, and z coordinates, but as n vector values defined as a function of time and energy. On the other hand, in terms of the whole system in which analyzed electron motion is assumed to be a stationary point in this type of analysis, any minimal motion of such an electron will cause increase in kinetic energy and decrease in potential energy, which will eventually result in energy and motion gradients increase. These two gradients are defined as partial increase as a function of time, thus defining the energy operator $\hat{E}$, as follows:

$$\hat{E} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} E_k$$

For the physical meaning, a further derivation is required to specify the exact dependence of the energy gradient on any coordinate at a given time, leading to a form similar to the Laplacian operator $\nabla^2$:

$$\hat{E}^2 = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} E_k = \nabla^2 E_k$$

For a single coordinate, such as the chosen reaction coordinate, eq. 2 reduces to a one-parameter Laplacian operator, resulting in a second-order kinetic energy gradient:

$$\hat{E}_x^2 = \frac{\partial^2 E_k}{\partial x^2}_{t,y,z}$$

When applied to predicting the energy path of such an electron in a given system, the only physical solution to eqs. 2 and 3 is the change in energy gradient, which is almost always positive, due to the increase in kinetic energy. The resulting fact causes the system to cancel the incoming energy increase in a slight system shift. In addition to the energy change, this shift also causes a change in position of each reactive site and the entire system, which can be said to be prohibitive due to the integrity of the eigenvector in the ground state. This prohibition of the position change leads to a change in the symmetry of the whole analysed system, which means a slight positive energy change. This change can alter the result of PES itself, where such a change can be considered as a kind of outlier. This outlier is a limiting condition for the energy gradient to remain constant in the PES algorithm, which can be referred to as the phenomenon or effect of Cartesian Displacement Restriction (CDR).
The CDR effect can be defined mathematically as the sum of the energy gradient perturbation as a function of the position parameters, i.e. the change in Cartesian coordinates expressed in their vector form:

\[
\sum_{x,y,z} \frac{\partial E_{\text{CDE}}}{\partial r} = E_0 + \sum_{n=1}^{m} E_n = E_0 + \sum_{n=1}^{m} \Delta U + p \Delta V \tag{4}
\]

Where \(n\) and \(m\) are denoted as the initial and final number of microstates that a system passes through during the estimation of the PES algorithm, depending on a chosen reaction coordinate. Alternatively, since electronic energy can refer to the Heat of Formation (HOF) of a system, it can be extended to the internal energy (\(\Delta U\)) of the system and the work (\(p \Delta V\)) it operates on all given number of electrons as a function of a given number of microstates. The result of the work applied to the system always leads to a positive energy change, so CDR can usually be considered as a positive value. CDR may occur one or more times during the computation of the algorithm PES, and the number of CDRs may be functionally correlated with the level of theory chosen for such PES estimation. Moreover, the mathematical analysis in terms of the derivation theory may be suitably correlated with various types of transition state predictions from simple results obtained by the PES algorithm implementation which are to be presented.

1.2. Introduction to Graphic method analysis

Mathematical algorithms have already proven useful in designing potential energy scans that allow simple or multivariable monitoring of energy change as a function of time. Now we can use the same mathematical apparatus to monitor energy changes much smaller than those for "standard" transition states, as mentioned earlier. Analysing even the simplest (1D) potential energy scan of various systems, from inorganic to organic, one can come up with the idea that any plot of energy vs. reaction coordinate contains points that can be characterised as an unbounded function. The unbounded function can be further analysed by differentiating or integrating it to characterise one or more peaks that are subject to further scientific interpretation. The situation becomes simpler if we consider that almost every chemical system follows the same mathematical pattern that predicts the increase of the energy of the whole system when the density gradient is (strongly) changed by external conditions (i.e., violation of the electron density conservation law due to increased polarity of the interacting species, due to some physical or chemical changes induced by the environment) [14]. Moreover, any potential energy scan (whether 1D, 2D or 3D) can be predicted by applying a fitting algorithm to such plots, which provides a mathematical fitting equation for that plot line [15-17]. The accuracy of such fitting equations can be easily evaluated by analysing the Pearson correlation value or \(R^2\) value. In this and subsequent manuscripts, we will present the form of such 1D plots as well as their approximate fitting equation and criteria for their appropriate evaluation.

Differentiation as a computational procedure can be adequately used in PES plot analyzes and provides the precise point on such a plot at which the increase in the energy gradient is detected. As a given parallel to point determination, differentiation can also be used to predict the curvature point of a designed PES plot, i.e., to determine its inflection point (point on the graph/plot where the function changes sign). The results of first and second order derivatives of PES plots shown here have proven useful for graphical analysis, emphasizing that higher order derivatives can produce mirror image results to those of first or second order derivatives, leading us to generally discourage the use of higher order derivatives in this type of analysis.

1.2.1. First-order derivative (FOD) analysis
This type of derivation is attributed to the change in the flow function, where a significant increase in the given values leads to the formation of a peak in the given function, described as follows:

\[ y'(x) = \frac{y(x_2) - y(x_1)}{x_2 - x_1} = \frac{\Delta y}{\Delta x} \quad (5) \]

Or, if \( \Delta y \) is an infinitesimal value, we may assume that the first derivative of a function with respect to \( y \) is considered as a differential value \([18,19]\), i.e.:

\[ y'(x) = \lim_{\Delta y \to 0} \frac{\Delta y}{\Delta x} = \frac{dy}{dx} \quad (6) \]

All potential energy scans are characterized by one or more peaks that determine energy deviations, as discussed briefly earlier (see above). Moreover, in general, these functions almost always resemble a sine, exponential, or polynomial function. This leads to the simple conclusion that the functions may have some global or local maxima or minima. These minima are characterized mathematically as points at which the flux function changes sign, and in functional analysis any change in the sign of a function can be attributed to a significant change, whether considered as a mathematical or chemical path. Normally, it is not possible to infer the exact nature of processes from the first derivative of a given function, as the methodology for identifying peaks is mathematically inadequate and therefore requires more precise mathematical definitions! Such definitions are solved with the introduction of the second derivative of a function, \( y'' \) \([18-23]\).

1.2.2. Second order derivative (SOD) analysis

Second-order derivatives are much more commonly used in mathematical analysis because they are superior to first-order derivatives in scope and accuracy. In particular, for nonlinear functions, such as exponential or sinusoidal functions, second-order derivatives are well suited not only to explain the change in the flow function (i.e., the inflexion point), but also to perform more accurate analyses of chemical microstates. In fact, an additional first derivative of the first derivative can explain the determination of the curvature in a simpler way:

\[ y'' = \frac{dy}{dx} \frac{d}{dx} = \frac{d^2y}{dx^2} \quad (7) \]

Eq. 7 is the simplest (mathematical) representation of the second derivative of the function \( y \) in which the variable \( x \) is included \([18,22]\). In the next step, differentiation of nonlinear functions, one can see that the plots still show a nonlinear curvature with one peak (if the function is unlimited) or with several identified peaks (if the function is limited by one or more points that lie exclusively outside the range of the flow function [also called outliers]).

If we now analyse PES plots, an assumption from the previous discussion may emerge - the continuity of the flow function, as well as the physico-chemical significance of outliers. For 1D scans, one should only differentiate along the single reaction coordinate and plot the second derivative against the reaction coordinate. In general, one can also make 3D plots as a function of the second order of the given thermodynamic quantity and the reaction coordinate itself, but this would require more computational power and time. The main relationship between the number of coordinates and the second derivative can be described as follows according to eq. 8:

\[ y'' = \frac{d^2y}{dx^2} \mid x, y, z \quad (8) \]
Eq. 8 can be extended to all three coordinates given either in scalar or vector form, so that by rearrangement we obtain eq. 9:

\[ y'' = \frac{d^2g}{dx^2} + \frac{d^2g}{dy^2} + \frac{d^2g}{dz^2} = E \left( \frac{d^2}{dx^2} + \frac{d^2}{dy^2} + \frac{d^2}{dz^2} \right) = \nabla^2 E \]  

(9)

Where E is any thermodynamic quantity suitable for energy monitoring (e.g. enthalpy or Gibbs free energy as more appropriate, or probably chemical potential or entropy change). As can be seen from eq. 9, the energy change along the second derivative is quite closely related to the constraint on the coordinate motion described by the phenomenon CDR (see above), which directly indicates the presence of a single factor - the Laplacian operator. The Laplacian operator and the second derivative of the potential energy scan can be plotted directly in proportion, allowing the nature of the bond to be predicted along the reaction coordinate(s) (Δx) and time period (Δt) simultaneously, which in turn would reduce in the future the complexity of the mathematical apparatus needed to predict the bond in terms of potential orbital and positioning problems. The advantage of generating the Laplacian density can be welcomed as an additional insight into the binding when none of the dispositive properties are available [24-27]. Since the Laplacian operator depends on the chosen thermodynamic parameter, it must be emphasized here that the Laplacian density may vary with the available CDRs in a given analyzed system.

In this work, we will present the behavior of the second-order derivative method on the systems that are likely to be more difficult to study in the framework of electrophilic aromatic substitution theory due to weak non-covalent interactions, as well as provide insight into their bonding and find a broad transition state region. By simply constructing these diagrams, we can identify weak transition state boundaries by predicting less likely transition states, such as pre- and pseudo-transition states located around the true transition state.

2. Results and discussion

The results to be presented here were obtained at the PM7 semiempirical theory level, which was chosen as the optimal choice of theory level due to the optimization parameters and the set of atoms for which it was optimized [28-33]. Scans were performed for monomeric iron(III)-bromide (FeBr₃) on electrophilic halogen species for F, Cl, Br and I. The reason for choosing FeBr₃ as catalytic species could be found within its applicability under experimental conditions.

"Electrophiloid" is a new term introduced for species that provide electrophile during the EAS process. Electrophiloids are usually of covalent character or ion pairs, so their use does not necessarily explain the presence of electrophile in this type of process. However, in the presence of a catalytic species, the electrophilic compound should be able to interact and form a charge-transfer complex (CT) that allows the electrophiloid to be attacked by a nucleophilic aromatic nucleus [2,3]. This attack leads to geometry changes and an increase in energy. The energy increase occurs through the formation of a π-complex, where π-electrons are bound to the CT -complex, which increases the electron mobility parameter and thus the frequency of collisions (∝α in eqs. 10 and 11 in Supplementary Material). Moreover, interesting binding states can be observed in an energy profile, albeit with (very) low energy, as a function of time and reaction coordinate, which clearly means that corresponding transition states can be detected. To our knowledge, this is the first time that the graphical method has been used to identify this type of transition state. The electrophiloids used in this work were selected rather according to their commercial availability and/or experimental suitability, with the exception of the fluoro electrophiloid. Therefore, the compounds were selected as follows: oxygen(II) difluoride (F₂O) as fluorinating agent, chlorine (Cl₂) as chlorinating agent, bromine (Br₂) as brominating agent and iodine(I)-chloride (ICl) as iodinating agent. Other, more favorable fluorinating agents were found [34], but none of them were expected to interact in a Lewis acid-like catalytic manner to fluorinate aromatic compounds, so they were excluded from this study.
Iron(III) bromide (FeBr₃) is a water-soluble iron salt that is mostly covalently bonded to three bromine atoms with the D₃h symmetry group and has a trigonal planar structure of the monomeric compound. The Fe-Br distance has been characterized at the theoretical level and shows a similarity of 2.269±0.010 Å at the M06L/cc-pVTZ theory level, which agrees well with previously calculated Fe-Br lengths at the B3LYP theory level as well as at the PM3 semiempirical level [35]. Moreover, unlike the hypothetical Fe-Br bond order, which is slightly larger than 1, the predicted Wiberg bond indices are of lower order, ranging from 0.9 to 1, with 0.9 predicted at M06L/cc-pVTZ. This slight decrease in bond order value may actually also reveal a slight ionic character within this compound, considering that the orbital picture may indicate additional information about the Fe-Br bond strength. As a partially ionic compound, FeBr₃ exists as a crystalline solid in both states, monomer or dimer [36,37]. Both types of compounds have been shown to be good Lewis acids, due to their high spin nature, which allows the construction of d orbitals (over p orbitals) as dominant among the LUMO orbitals, which extraordinarily emphasizes the importance of the dₓ² LUMO orbital in showing the acidic nature of this compound. The sd hybridization of the LUMO orbital of FeBr₃ at the Fe atom suggests the possibility of a wide range of nucleophilic accesses, mainly because of the specific eigenvector of the dₓ² orbital with an orbital span of 180°. However, if one analyzes the eigenvalues of the LUMO orbital, one gets a better insight into the larger s-character of the FeBr₃ LUMO, which competes well with dₓ² as a LUMO, which in turn reduces the stereoelectronic advantage of nucleophilic accesses mentioned above. This makes the overall orbital picture less clear for the dominance of dₓ² over the s orbital, which somewhat weakens the Lewis acidity compared to other Lewis acid-like compounds (e.g. AlBr₃, BF₃, etc.). However, FeBr₃ can still act as a rather strong Lewis acid and even bind unpolarized electrophiloids to the Fe center [5,38-40].

2.1. Oxygen(II) fluoride bound to FeBr₃

In order to gain a full insight into OF₂ reactivity patterns, we decided to extend the theoretical analysis and perform calculations at an even higher level of theory. Namely, as in previous analyses (see Experimental Section), we treated (monomeric) OF₂ at the MP2 level of theory, with a highly accurate cc-pV5Z basis set for all atoms, including toluene-solubilizing interactions, to better capture the OF₂ interactions in this type of analysis. Based on the hypothesis that the charge pattern of OF₂ is as previously discussed, the reasoning could lead to fluorine as a pronucleophilic species. However, the results of the PES analyses have shown somewhat different reactivity pathways, predicting oxygen as the pronucleophilic species rather than fluorine, in stark contrast to the previously predicted reactivity magnitudes for both oxygen and fluorine. At this point, one can become confused with such preliminary assumptions, and therefore an extended analysis of OF₂ was deemed necessary, with the precise aim of investigating why oxygen showed better reactivity-modulated assertiveness towards the iron atom than fluorine. Frontier Molecular Orbital (FMO) analysis using eigenvector and Natural Bonding Orbital (NBO) methods [41] was very useful to derive specific details about the interaction pathways. In addition, the theoretical knowledge of the electronic properties of fluorine and oxygen should be correlated with the FMO, eigenvector and NBO analyses to better understand the overall picture of CT complex formation as well as any fluoronium ion formation.

The first thing we observed with the MP2 functional in the OF₂ analysis was that the spontaneity of CT-complex formation remained intact and of almost similar magnitude to AlBr₃. Although there are discrepancies between the accuracy of M06L [42-48], as a meta-GGA DFT method and MP2 [49-55], as a second-order correlation perturbation method, as well as between the chosen basis sets, we considered the calculated thermodynamic properties on OF₂ and FeBr₃ and the agreement with the predicted hypotheses was complete, with the same trend in the quantitative interpretation of the results as indicated above. The stabilisation of such CT complexes also remained in the same trend as in the previous analyses, showing an
ability in the further analysis of the possible energy deviations and/or predictions about some types of transition states. The knowledge that the oxygen tends to withdraw electrons, with pronounced negative inductive effect it exerts on the environment (i.e. strong -I effect), leads to a decrease in the electron density over the two fluorine moieties on the molecular map, making the fluorine less reactive at this stage. On the other hand, the fluorine atoms are more electronegative, so the inductive (i.e. via σ-bonding) withdrawal of electrons from the single oxygen atom will occur in parallel, contradicting the previous statement. σ-electrons have a larger α-coefficient due to their lower mobility over the given molecular map, so inductive contributions in this molecule would be very difficult to predict with such accuracy to perfectly determine which atom would pull more electron density from another! From now on, we turned to another aspect of reactivity that takes into account the gradient of electron motion and should therefore be a better analytical tool in the derivation of reactivity - the resonance contribution. Even if there are no explicit empty (pro)-LUMOs, there are certain electron motions in each molecule that increase the kinetic energy and thus in some cases even the potential energy of a system (molecule). Although this is not fully visible within OF₂, both the HOMO - LUMO gap and its shape suggest that there is a significant moment in the unprecedented reactivity of oxygen towards the fluorine atom. Figure 1 shows the orbital shift in OF₂ which shows significant electron movement toward the oxygen atom from each fluorine atom, with the electron movement parameter increasing at the fluorine atom rather than the oxygen atom.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** HOMO [EHOMO = -15.732 eV] (a), LUMO [ELUMO = 3.373 eV] (b) and LUMO+1 [ELUMO+1 = 4.308 eV] (c) for OF₂ performed at MP2/cc-pV5Z level of theory in toluene.

As shown in Figure 1, the HOMO map still shows that there is a significant orbital on oxygen that is fulfilled and pronucleophilic toward electrophiles. On the other hand, to clarify the orbital picture of the LUMO over OF₂, there are interacting orbitals on the oxygen leading to a final LUMO located at the top of the oxygen atom, which is probably responsible for the backbonding donation of the fluorine atoms, balancing the electron density from the fluorine atoms to the oxygen atom. To further illustrate the backbonding phenomenon in this case, there is a LUMO+1 map representing the next orbital rearrangement, which is most likely responsible for the (slight) strengthening of the F-O bond. At this point, however, all that needs to be said is that there is a back-bonding that is likely to undergo a dynamic equilibrium state, i.e. electrons flow from one fluorine atom towards oxygen and then from another fluorine atom towards oxygen, pushing electrons towards the first fluorine atom, ultimately leading to the conclusion that the oxygen atom is considered more electron dense than the fluorine atoms themselves. This allows the Laplacian map to very accurately describe where the electron flow was detected on the OF₂ molecular map (Figure 2). Reading the Laplacian map, one can clearly see that the electrons are flowing at the edge of the oxygen atom, in the plane where most of the LUMO is located, which can directly mean that there is a backbonding phenomenon that enhances the nucleophilic orbitals on the oxygen.
A final additional proof of the superior reactivity of oxygen, along with orbital, Laplacian, and electronic effects, can be provided simply by plotting the electrostatic potential map (MEP/MESP). According to the definition of MEP, the electron density is localized over the entire molecular map of the given compound, with positive parts of the molecular map interacting more intensely with the charge on the surface, resulting in parts where the potential is more positive. Applying this interpretation to the localization of the electron pairs responsible for the reactivity of oxygen, one can clearly see that in the case of oxygen almost the same amount of charge is distributed over both fluorine atoms and perpendicular to the fluorine atoms. At the same time, LUMO and MEP can be fully correlated, resulting in a large positive potential gap between oxygen and fluorine atoms, widely located around the Van der Waals sphere (Fig. 6).

The OF$_2$ analyses, carried out at the DFT and MP2 levels of theory, aimed to highlight any inconsistencies in the reactivity pathways exerted by OF$_2$, as well as to clarify as much as possible the true nature of OF$_2$ when speaking of electron distribution mechanisms and involvement in charge transfer processes. Thus, the reactivity of OF$_2$ as a potential fluorinating agent can be also evaluated via its interaction with transition and main-group metal halides (i.e. Lewis acids). In order to properly capture the overall picture of the extent of OF$_2$ interaction on FeBr$_3$, we decided to first perform a potential energy analysis and then adopt a fast graphical analysis approach to analyse possible (very) small energy changes that may occur.

In addition to these analyses, the true nature of the binding process must also be evaluated. Using the graphical method, the behaviour of the reacting fluorine or oxygen centre at each theory level can be easily predicted. Figure 4 shows PES of CT complex formation for the system FeBr$_3$-F-OF. The curve showed many inconsistencies during the scan, which took the scan out of regular shape. According to the mathematics, such a scan correlates well with
polynomial function fitting algorithms, although exponential functions are not excluded. However, this phenomenon was not observed in this scan domain.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 4.** PES for FeBr-\text{F-OF} CT complex. The reaction coordinate was scanned along the Fe-F bond.

The first point of the scan was set at 2.610 Å, with a tendency to shorten as a function of time. As the complex moved over time along the given reaction coordinate, which was set as the Fe-F(7) bond (Figure 5a), it can be observed that a regular energy drop of about 5 kcal/mol occurred between the first and second scan steps (transition from higher to lower values of the reaction coordinate), causing the energy level to drop to a negative value at this point of the scan. Although a strange energy state was observed for the scan start (a positive energy value is rather discouraging in terms of system stabilization in the scan process), we attributed this rather strange phenomenon to compensation for the weakened (non-covalent) nature of the dispersion interaction between the fluorine atom in OF\textsubscript{2} and the Fe atom in FeBr\textsubscript{3}. The next six scan steps showed an unexpected energy increase, raising the energy of the system from -2.102 to -0.473 kcal/mol. It was briefly assumed that a partial positive charge developing on the fluorine atom generally destabilizes the system. Although this type of conclusion fits the results within the PES of FeBr-\text{F-OF}, the further evolution of PES along the reaction coordinate shows that the energy decrease between the seventh and eighth scan steps is quite strong, decreasing the energy of the system up to 15.4 kcal/mol, leading to the idea that this is the first relevant point in this type of transition state evaluation. The next scan steps proceed regularly, with uniform energy decrease, suggesting that the (main) energy barrier has already been crossed. At the fifteenth scan step, the energy gradient was also turned to a positive value, indicating that something is happening in the system at an intrinsic level of the event. When we examined the structures at this point from PES, we noticed an interesting but large change in the system geometry between the fifteenth and sixteenth scan steps. Namely, a large change in bond length in the O-Br(2) bond of ≈0.08 Å, suggesting that the change in energy gradient became too large and therefore induced a rather positive energy change. By examining the structures of PES, produced at these two points, we can confirm this fact by observing a slight increase in the working gradient, which shifts the energy change towards a positive value, strongly indicating the existence of CDR at the fifteenth scan step. Such an existence of CDR points in the course of this PES can be an obstacle in accurately predicting the point where an energy barrier is located on such an energy profile, so the PES plot was modified (Figure 5b) to see if the predicted transition state can be better correlated with the one found by the Berny transition state algorithm [56]. An interesting fact also emerged from the study of such a PES profile of FeBr-\text{F-OF}. The first point of the scan (i.e., the first scan step) showed an uncanny geometry, perhaps not apparent at first glance, in agreement with the second, with respect to the same O-Br(2) bond. In fact, a comparison of the change in bond length, which showed a decrease of 0.35 Å between the first and second scan steps, and a decrease in scan steps from the second to the seventh scan step, which corresponded to 0.01-0.02 Å, gave us an additional idea that the
structure in the first scan step can also be considered a different CDR. When CDR is detected at the first point of the energy profile, it is usually referred to as a pseudo CDR structure, since no evidence of a significant geometry change in one direction or the other (from the subsequent next and previous structure in the given PES profile) can be evaluated at this point.

Figure 5. First scan step for PES of the FeBr$_3$-F-OF system (a) and modified PES profile for the FeBr$_3$-F-OF system, without the structures of the first and fifteenth scan steps, denoted CDR (i.e. CDR-free PES profile) (b). All dashed bonds in (a) are represented by bond order values smaller than 0.7.

According to the Berny algorithm in the TS characterization for FeBr$_3$-F-OF system, the observed O-F(7) bond showed the length of 1.720 Å as the chosen reaction coordinate with converged TS moment. Although a single negative vibration was found for this system in the characterization of TS, this single negative vibration corresponds to the mutual wedging of OF and FeBr$_3$F fragments in space, ruling out the negative frequency as responsible for defining the TS moment. Interestingly, a strong stretching vibration was assigned for the O-F(7) bond at 764 cm$^{-1}$, which is a rather unusual feature of a transition state found in the positive value region of the predicted IR spectrum. This characterization led to the fact that no "real" TS can be assigned to this system, introducing the possibility of the existence of another type of transition state. Considering the nature of the interaction that can occur between these two molecules (FeBr$_3$ and OF$_2$) in this system, it is most likely to define such an energy barrier as a pre-transition state (preTS). Analyzing the thermochemistry of the given TS, it can be clearly stated that the process of binding fluorine to the Fe atom in FeBr$_3$ is exergonic, with the value of 19.084 kcal/mol, which was further supported with the total stabilization energy, with the value of -65.542 kcal/mol. The results shown here are a strong indication of the spontaneity of the fluorine bond in the CT complex. Using the SOD analysis showed results outside the range studied by PES. In our opinion, such a small value for preTS predicted for this CT complex is indeed unusual and is at the limit of Fe-F binding in FeF$_3$ [57]. This fact changes the course of the SOD analysis, which shows an obvious error of more than 0.4 Å in the bond length. Figure 6a and 6b show the plot of the SOD analysis, where the predicted preTS values for this type of bond were obtained at 2.187 Å (for the regular PES profile) and at 2.139 Å (for the CDR-free PES profile). The deviation of the obtained values from the predicted preTS values is summed up in Table 1, and can be characterized as high, with respect to the degree of accuracy we are looking for.
Figure 6. SOD plot for original PES scanning Fe-F(7) bond (a) and SOD plot for CDR-free PES profile scanning Fe-F(7) bond (b).

Table 1. Pre-transition state value obtained with the Berny algorithm at the PM7 semiempirical level of theory compared to interpolated values obtained by SOD analysis from analogous PES profiles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Berny algorithm (Å)</th>
<th>SOD for complete PES (Å)</th>
<th>SOD for CDR-free PES (Å)</th>
<th>Absolute error (Å)</th>
<th>Relative error (%)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O–F(7) bond</td>
<td>1.720</td>
<td>2.187</td>
<td>2.139</td>
<td>0.467 (regular)</td>
<td>27.15 (regular)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O–F(7) length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.419 (CDR-free)</td>
<td>24.36 (CDR-free)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Relative error determination principle is described in Experimental Section

On the other hand, after the formation of the CT- complex, in a temporally subsequent phase, the fluoronium ion is formed as an electrophile immediately before the nucleophilic attack by the aromatic compound. This slight difference between the formation of the π-complex in the early transition state of the EAS and the formation of the fluoronium ion can also be theoretically evaluated by a 1D potential energy scan of the independent TS for the aromatic π-bond and the formation of the fluoronium ion in the F-bonded FeBr₃-F-OF complex. PES profile of fluoronium ion formation in the F-binding is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. PES for FeBr₃-F-OF fluoronium ion complex. The reaction coordinate was scanned along the O-F(6) bond.
Analyzing the energy profile within PES for fluoronium ion complex formation, we see that the formation of the fluoronium ion via the F-bonded complex is nearly thermoneutral. At first glance, the profile of PES does not tell us much except that there is an increased frequency of change in the energy gradient, which means that the working gradient also changes relatively frequently. Therefore, we could locate at least two CDR points: at the first and twelfth scan steps (starting from lower to higher values of the reaction coordinate). Using the SOD analysis (Figure 8) without excluding the CDR points told us that the possible fluoronium ion transition state could be at 2.316 Å. Unfortunately, we have not yet been able to converge to the optimization of such a transition state using the Berny algorithm, so there is no relevant reference data for comparison. Our conjecture for the lack of convergence for the transition state of the fluoronium ion across the F-bonded complex is that an energy increase occurred in the species formed during the transition state - the oxyfluoride cation (F-O$^+$ ion) - which could not be sufficiently stabilized even via the pseudoresonance pathway from fluoride backbonding electron donation. Therefore, based on the computational convergence criterion, we can rule out that the fluoride pathway binds to FeBr$_3$, leaving the possibility that oxygen is the relevant species within OF$_2$ where the binding center could be located.

![2nd derivative of “Energy”](image)

Figure 8. SOD Plot for the formation of fluoronium ions for the FeBr$_3$-F-OF CT-complex when the O-F(6) bond was chosen as the reaction coordinate.

The case of the O-bonded FeBr$_3$-OF-F complex can be described as more straightforward with one exception. The PES profile for this binding pathway can be characterized in a smoother manner, starting at 2.730 Å. As can be seen from Figure 9b, the transition from higher to lower values of the reaction coordinate results in a slight decrease in energy, which is favored only for the CT-complexation process. The trend of energy decrease continues until the ninth scan step, where we observe a larger perturbation of the energy gradient, leading us to believe that the ninth point can be characterized as the first observable CDR point at -0.1616 kcal/mol. In agreement with the trend of energy decrease, the energy values up to the eighth sampling step also had a positive sign and ended with the eighth point (E$_8$ = 0.2471 kcal/mol). However, at the transition from the ninth to the tenth scan step, a different value appears which, although not different in energy gradient from the ninth point, has an additional value that lowers the energy of the system (E$_{10}$ = -0.4241 kcal/mol). This case does not occur so often when two CDRs are identified in succession, so our consideration was that both could affect the accuracy of the preTS estimate by the graphical method. The next three scan steps proceed via an energy rise, which could be characterized as a kind of strange behavior of a PES profile in the third quadrant of the profile, although one would expect the value of the energy to decrease by default. The opposite case of the energy increase could have led us to conclude that some, perhaps unusual, reactivity occurs during the process. Simulating PES profiles at all semiempirical levels, including the most powerful PM7 functional to date, leads to greater error production due to the complexity of the PES algorithms themselves. We have observed such a trend in this
example, where it can be seen that the last three values (fourteenth to sixteenth scan step) have much lower energy than the rest of the plot. In examining the last three scan steps, we observed something that, to our knowledge, has not been reported in the literature - the formation of tribromooxyfluoroiron(V) fluoride (Figure 10a) [58-62]. Such a transition from iron(III) to iron(V) can only be described for inorganic species, and that is by passing iron(III) compounds through the current of a very strong oxidizing agent. OF₂ is also a strong oxidant, but what was strange for us is the character of the Fe-F(3) bond, as well as the cleavage of the O-F(3) bond during the binding process. Our analyzes at the DFT theory level were not shown in this manuscript, but they were performed on these compounds to investigate the thermochemistry and stability of such processes and to inspect the nature of the given Fe-F(3) bond. At the final stage, our opinion here is that a significant energy decrease has occurred due to the stabilizing effect that the ferrate ion has on the adjacent fluoronium ion that is subsequently formed.

Figure 9. First scanning step for PES of FeBr₃-OF-F system (a) and PES profile for oxygen binding during the formation of the CT complex (b).

When analyzing the potential preTS in this O-bonded CT complex, the Berny algorithm showed an Fe-O bond value of 2.167 Å. Again, as in the case of the F-bonded complex, a single negative vibration was found at 20.3 cm⁻¹, although this is not very informative as this is not the frequency corresponding to the pretransition state being sought. Interestingly, as in the previous analogous example with the F-linked complex, an oscillation was found at 420.3 cm⁻¹, which best corresponds to the sought pretransition state. Contrary to our assumptions, this frequency was one with attenuated intensity, reflecting a combined bending (between two fluorine atoms) and stretching (Fe-O bond) vibration. Thermochemical analyzes revealed an exergonic behavior with binding favored by 19.637 kcal/mol. To our surprise, the total stabilization energy in this CT complex formation was also 19.423 kcal/mol in favor of spontaneity. With regard to the discussion of energy levels, we can say that these values for O-bonded CT complex formation are in good agreement with experimentally obtained values and fit into the general range of 0.5 to 21 kcal/mol [63]. Moreover, the appearance of a positive frequency characterized as preTS again suggests that such a non-covalent interaction cannot be classified as a true transition state, but can be found in the vicinity of the true transition state (in which case it would possibly be π-complex formation, but we would be very cautious about making such a statement). Moreover, the geometry of the O-linked CT complex suggests that the trigonal pyramidal symmetry could be an encouraging element in the analysis of further halonium ions to this complex.
Table 2. Pretransition state value determined by Berny algorithm at PM7 semiempirical level of theory compared to the interpolated values obtained via the SOD analysis from analogous PES profiles (Figure 11).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bond</th>
<th>Berny algorithm (Å)</th>
<th>SOD for complete PES (Å)</th>
<th>SOD for CDR-free PES (Å)</th>
<th>Absolute error (Å)</th>
<th>Relative error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe–O bond length</td>
<td>2.167</td>
<td>2.357</td>
<td>2.278</td>
<td>0.190 (regular)</td>
<td>0.111 (CDR-free)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>5.12 (CDR-free)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 2, it can be clearly seen that the value from the CDR-free PES profile for the O-bound CT-complex is close to the range of analytical error, which is undoubtedly due to the oxygen binding process. Also, the regular PES profile can be used to accurately explain the preTS determination in this type of binding.

Figure 10. Final scan step for PES of FeBr₃-OF-F system - tribromooxyfluorooron(V) fluoride (a) and CDR-free PES profile for oxygen binding in the formation of the CT complex (b).

The identification of the fluoronium ion in the PES profile, when the O-linked CT-complex was analyzed, was actually similar to the FeBr₃-OF-F system discussed in the previous sections. The only difference in the formation of the CT-complex in the FeBr₃-OF-F-system was that the PES profile gave a better flux function and perhaps more distinct CDRs. Indeed, the first and second scan steps differed in a way where the energy gradient increased with increasing energy of the second scan step structure. Interestingly, we observed no significant changes in the position gradient and the second step structure differed only slightly from the first step structure in terms of geometry. In contrast, the structures of the third and subsequent scan steps showed significantly larger position gradient changes, which were reflected in smaller energy gradient changes. From the fourth scan step to the end of the PES profile, we did not show any irregular or strange behavior in terms of energy or position gradient changes, only the curvilinear flow function in the ninth scan step towards more positive stabilization energy values converged smoothly in the sixteenth scan step. Nevertheless, we were able to identify at least two CDRs at different points in the PES profile that we could easily exclude from the profile to accurately predict the now given pseudo-transition state of fluoronium ion formation. Therefore, we considered the first, fourth, and ninth scan steps. Despite the complete identification and characterization of the CDRs, the SOD analysis of the regular PES profile for this O-linked fluoronium ion complex yielded a rather strange result, as the function crossed at 1.690 Å, which is almost 0.9 Å different from the pseudo-transition state (pseudoTS) found, which is reported to be 2.512 Å. A practical solution to this discrepancy emerged upon further investigation of the SOD plot - the use of the extrapolation tool. Extrapolating the last part of
the function, which was mostly linear in the last part, gave us the idea to extrapolate it linearly. The results are shown in Table 3 and Figure 12.

**Figure 11.** SOD Plot for the formation of the fluoronium ion complex for FeBr₃-OF-F-complex when the Fe-O bond was chosen as the reaction coordinate.

**Figure 12.** SOD Plot for the pseudoTS determination of fluoronium ions when the reaction coordinate is O-F(3) (a) and regular PES profile for the FeBr₃-OF-F complex when fluoronium ions are detected along the O-F(3) bond (b)

**Table 3.** Value of the pre-transition state obtained with the Berny algorithm at the PM7 semiempirical theory level compared to the interpolated values obtained via SOD analysis from analogous PES profiles (Figure 11).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bond</th>
<th>Berny algorithm (Å)</th>
<th>SOD for complete PES (Å)</th>
<th>SOD for CDR-free PES (Å)</th>
<th>Absolute error (Å)</th>
<th>Relative error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O–F(3) bond length</td>
<td>2.512</td>
<td>2.733</td>
<td>ND*</td>
<td>0.221 (regular)</td>
<td>8.80 (regular)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ND = Not Defined

Overall, the thermodynamic analysis of the fluoronium ion transition state shows a rather exergonic behavior, promoting the spontaneous reaction of fluoronium ion transfer from oxygen to iron, with a given energy barrier of 19.814 kcal/mol. In this case, this value of $\Delta G$ could be considered reasonable since another step of charge transfer has indeed occurred in this
system, leading to a potentially new mechanistic pathway that could be termed S\textsubscript{N}\textsubscript{2i}(@F) (read as bimolecular pseudonucleophilic intrasubstitution via fluorine), which was the main characterization thread in the analyzes of both the CT oxygen binding and fluorine ion formation complexes with respect to the FeBr\textsubscript{3}-OF-F system. Anyway, more on the mechanistic study can be found in Supplementary Material. With regard to the reactivity of OF\textsubscript{2} with FeBr\textsubscript{3}, it is only worth mentioning that the total stabilization energy of such a complex for the formation of fluoronium ions shows a rather high stability for a complex system, with an energy barrier of -73.147 kcal/mol, for which it can be said to exceed the stability barrier much more than assumed, strongly favoring the formation of fluoronium ions via the oxygen-bonding mechanism. To further support this fact, a IR analysis revealed a rather unusual circumstance: quenching of the fluoronium ion could be evaluated by a very strong Fe-F stretching band at 844.2 cm\textsuperscript{-1} with an absent O-F stretching band, which might suggest that the low stability barrier of -73.147 kcal/mol could be responsible for a rapid transfer of the fluoronium ion from oxygen to iron, reacting with the ion in an ion-pair fashion and producing a strong non-covalent interaction.

2.2. Chlorine bound to FeBr\textsubscript{3}

PES profile for the binding of chlorine to FeBr\textsubscript{3} is much less complex than for the previous fluorine. The straight energy gradients are almost the same in the first half of the steps needed to build the energy profile. A very smooth and linear energy drop occurs during the first five scan steps, leading to a steep energy drop at the sixth scan step, with an eventual larger energy increase in subsequent steps. The resulting flow function fits the exponential trend line for the second part of the PES profile. The first part of the profile fits linearly, which theoretically would allow easy determination of preTS. A possible explanation for the larger energy gradient in the final steps can be attributed to the same observed phenomenon - the formation of iron(V) species now characterized for the chlorine complex - tribromochloroiron (V) chloride.

Thermochemical analysis of the predicted preTS using the Berny algorithm gave a value of Fe-Cl(5) bond length of 2.501 Å. Similar to OF\textsubscript{2}, a single negative frequency was observed in the converged TS structure, but similar to OF\textsubscript{2}, only one positive frequency, located at 175.2 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, is responsible for the straight-line Fe-Cl(5) stretching, which is characterized by a relatively weak intensity of the vibrational shift. With respect to the spontaneity of preTS formation, it should be emphasized that the energy barrier for the chlorine binding process is rather below the barrier with a value of -23.422 kcal/mol for both fluorine-bound complexes. On the other hand, the barrier of the chlorine complex in terms of overall stabilization of the CT complex is only ≈ 0.2 kcal/mol lower than the barrier for fluorine over oxygen-bound complexes, which is relevant to the discussion of the energy gap for chlorine-bound complexes and suggests that there are also potentially higher values for the HOMO -LUMO gap, implying that chlorine, although nonpolar, can act like a polarized species over OF\textsubscript{2}. Moreover, the SOD analysis of the FeBr\textsubscript{3}-Cl\textsubscript{2} complex gave a preTS value of 2.577 Å, which is in perfect agreement with the value calculated at the semiempirical PM7 level (Table 4). Since no CDR is observed within this PES profile, the direct determination of the preTS value is fully supported by the SOD analysis (Figure 13). Moreover, the value of 3.04% relative error according to the SOD analysis shows for the first time the accuracy of a semiempirical method at the analytical level, which opens new possibilities and horizons in the analysis of even such difficult prediction tasks, as PES, with semiempirical functional(s).
Figure 13. SOD plot for FeBr₃-Cl₂ CT complex (a) and regular PES profile for FeBr₃-Cl₂ CT complex, with Fe–Cl(5) bond chosen as reaction coordinate (b).

Table 4. Value of the pre-transition state determined with the Berny algorithm at the PM7 semiempirical level of theory and the value obtained by SOD analysis for the transition state of the chloronium ion in the FeBr₃-Cl₂ complex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Berny algorithm (Å)</th>
<th>SOD for complete PES (Å)</th>
<th>SOD for CDR-free PES (Å)</th>
<th>Absolute error (Å)</th>
<th>Relative error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe–Cl(5) bond</td>
<td>2.501</td>
<td>2.577</td>
<td>ND*</td>
<td>0.076 (regular)</td>
<td>3.04 (regular)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ND = Not Defined

PES profile to identify chloronium ions in the FeBr₃-Cl₂ CT complex is quite straightforward based on previous analyses. Nevertheless, simple assumptions based on previous Fe-Cl scans, even with a changed reaction coordinate involving Cl(5)-Cl(6) bonding, also yield fairly straightforward PES profiles. According to one such PES plot (Figure 15), a significant energy drop was identified between the third and fourth scan steps and also between the tenth and eleventh scan steps, with a larger energy difference between the third and fourth scan steps. The rationale for this result lies in the fact that the PES algorithm predicted the previous dissociation of the Cl(5)-Cl(6) bond in the second scan step (Figure 14), with a significant change in the position gradient in the third scan step. The entire complex clearly transitions from a planar to a trigonal pyramid to a trigonal bipyramidal geometry. The change in geometry is the main factor causing the two most important changes in the energy decay. In the tenth scan step, PES still consists of very weakened Fe-Cl(6) as strongly nonbonding, even for noncovalent interactions. In the eleventh scan step this bonding is present and the geometry changes towards trigonal bipyramidal.

Thermochemical analysis revealed interesting facts. Indeed, pseudoTS was characterized as exergonic at 21.587 kcal/mol, which is a slightly lower energy barrier than for the fluorine-bound complexes but slightly higher than for preTS for the chlorine-binding process. This implies that the chloronium ion formation process is rather balanced, which is not so easily seen when considering the stabilization energy barrier, which reaches -47.847 kcal/mol. This would imply that it is more stable than the chlorine-bonding process, considering that the PES algorithm again predicts the formation of iron(V)-chlorinated species in the final steps, which should be an ion-pair-like structure that is additionally stabilized, lowering the energy barrier. In this case, no single negative frequencies are registered, but uniformly - the frequency at 536.46 cm⁻¹ characterizes the strongest peak with the Fe-Cl(6) bond stretching vibration, further justifying the idea that states near TS are characterized with positive values only, albeit stronger than the rest of the calculated ones!
The Berny algorithm predicted 3.012 Å pseudoTS. On the other hand, the analysis of SOD gave values of 2.446 Å, which is much less than predicted. Considering that the chloronium ion was predicted to be in the form of an ion pair, this difference should be viewed with further caution, and we believe it is prudent not to make cautious judgments about such large differences in length. Table 5 summarizes the details of the bond length approximations of the two methods. The relative determination error between the two methods of 18.79 encourages us to suggest the SOD method in further evaluations, both in terms of the functional chosen and the complexity of the system(s) analyzed.

**Figure 14.** Trigonal bipyramidal geometry approximation for tribromochloroiron(V) chloride, a compound that is supposed to quench and stabilize the chloronium ion.

**Table 5.** Pseudo-transition state value determined by the Berny algorithm at PM7 semiempirical level of theory and that obtained by SOD analysis for the chloronium ion transition state in the FeBr₃-Cl-Cl complex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Berny algorithm (Å)</th>
<th>SOD for complete PES (Å)</th>
<th>SOD for CDR-free PES (Å)</th>
<th>Absolute error (Å)</th>
<th>Relative error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cl(5)–Cl(6) bond length</td>
<td>3.012</td>
<td>2.446</td>
<td>ND*</td>
<td>0.566 (regular)</td>
<td>18.79 (regular)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ND = Not Defined

**Figure 15.** SOD plot for FeBr₃Cl–Cl CT complex (a) and regular PES profile for FeBr₃Cl–Cl CT complex, with Cl(5)–Cl(6) bond chosen as reaction coordinate (b).
2.3. Bromine bound to FeBr₃

To our surprise, the formation of the CT complex of bromine and FeBr₃ occurred via a very regular bonding pattern. Iron(III) bromide started from a trigonal-planar geometry, as in all previous cases, and deformed its structure to a regular tetrahedral geometry, as predicted in many textbooks. Unusually for such a complex system, we found that all structures were identified with positive energy, which would describe a (strongly) destabilized system. On the one hand, we can agree with such an evolution of the PES profile if we consider the possibility that the bromine molecule is now polarized as well, providing an additional possibility for easy preparation of the CT complex, considering the electronic aspect. Nevertheless, the regular PES profile left two scan steps/points identified as possible CDRs, at the first and last (sixteenth) scan steps. A large energy drop was detected between the fifteenth and sixteenth scan steps ($\Delta E_{15;16} = 38.85$ kcal/mol), which is most likely responsible for the significant change in position gradients and geometry change. This actually occurred with a transition from a regular tetrahedral to a trigonal pyramidal geometry without convergence in the last scan step. To the best of our knowledge, such a transition can occur with a changed HOMO pattern with respect to the binding d orbitals. Such an energy change, even a transition to a possible more stable system, could eventually destabilize the whole CT complex, which indeed happened with respect to the preTS determination for FeBr₃-Br₂. A slight energy drop between the first and second scan steps was produced by the in-plane rotation of the FeBr₃ molecule with respect to the bromine molecule, suggesting that CDR can affect such TS-like modes even by a small “irregular” gradient change, implying that the PES algorithm is quite sensitive to any kind of total energy change. Figure 16 shows how regular and CDR-free PES profiles look like.

![Figure 16](image.png)

**Figure 16.** Regular PES profile (a) and CDR-free PES profile (b) for the bromine binding in the formation of the FeBr₃-Br₂ CT complex.

Thermochemical analysis showed that the PES profile for the FeBr₃-Br₂ CT complex, along the Fe-Br(4) bond as the reaction coordinate, was characterized by the standard preTS for such complex formation, which favored its formation by lowering the free energy barrier by 25.066 kcal/mol. The total stabilization energy in such preTS characterization showed a slightly increased energy barrier, which is 23.076 kcal/mol, which is an energy barrier difference small enough not to jeopardize the stability of this preTS. Such agreement with the free energy ($\Delta G$) and stabilization energy ($\Delta E_t$) may indicate that the bromine complement can be considered very stable at this stage of complex formation, but we believed that this system was further intrinsically stabilized with the surrounding bromine atoms in a thermodynamically optimal
equilibrium state with respect to each other (i.e., the IR analysis agreed with the thermochemical results and revealed a single negative frequency that could not be assigned to the preTS vibration, but a weak vibration at 172.64 cm\(^{-1}\), which can be unambiguously characterized as a preTS frequency when the intensity and the arrangement of the displacement vectors are analyzed over the molecular map of this CT complex.

In further characterization, we again used the SOD method within the graphical method approach to predict the length of the preTS length compared to Berny’s algorithm. As shown in Table 6, Berny’s optimized preTS yielded a value of 2.732 Å, while analysis of SOD for the regular PES profile plot yielded a value of 2.258 Å, and with the extrapolation algorithm applied to SOD yielded a value of 2.926 Å. Such an occurrence in the results presented here can again provide a satisfactory level of analytical accuracy in the characterization of TS-like states, with relative errors defined as 17.35\% for the regular PES profile and 7.10\% for the CDR-free PES profile of this CT complex, respectively (Figure 17).

Table 6. PreTS value determined with the Berny algorithm at PM7 semiempirical theory level and the value obtained by SOD analysis for the pre-transition state in the FeBr\(_3\)-Br\(_2\) complex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Berny algorithm</th>
<th>SOD for complete PES</th>
<th>SOD for CDR-free PES</th>
<th>Absolute error</th>
<th>Relative error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe-Br(4) bond</td>
<td>2.732</td>
<td>2.258</td>
<td>2.926</td>
<td>0.474 (regular)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.194 (CDR-free)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17.35 (regular)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.10 (CDR-free)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 6. PreTS value determined with the Berny algorithm at PM7 semiempirical theory level and the value obtained by SOD analysis for the pre-transition state in the FeBr\(_3\)-Br\(_2\) complex.

The characterization of the bromonium ion can be characterized up to the simplest PES profile (chosen reaction coordinate was the Br(4)-Br(5) bond), which probably shows the best fit to the theoretical prediction in PES TS characterization method, which is the best fit to the exponential flow function. The energy of the scan steps increases rapidly at first until the seventh scan step is reached. After that, a steep energy drop is observed and the system stabilizes until the end of the profile. Such a large one-time energy drop of 22.2 kcal/mol indicates changes that may have occurred in FeBr\(_3\), leading to significant position gradient changes throughout the system. Indeed, we observed an intermolecular bromine atom interaction (i.e., the previously mentioned displacement reaction) that formed another bromine molecule that moved away from the now substituted FeBr\(_3\) with respect to the positional aspect in the coordinate system. Interestingly, in this case, the geometry of the final predicted structure of the bromonium ion was observed to be similar to that found in the study of chloronium and fluoronium ions (via oxygen bonding) - formation of pentavalent iron species (i.e., tetrabromoiron(V) bromide, Figure 18).
Thermochemical analyzes performed with the bromonium ion TS showed exergonic behavior, as did all previous pseudoTSs. The free energy barrier for this pseudoTS was characterized as -23.326 kcal/mol, indicating that additional stabilization occurs upon formation of the bromonium ion via this Lewis acid. Moreover, it is important to note here that the total stabilization energy shows an energy barrier well below the free energy barrier, indicating that the system is stabilized rather than spontaneous, with an estimated barrier of -33.808 kcal/mol, which is in complete agreement with our predictions derived previously with F- and Cl-pseudoTSs that the bromonium ion was also stabilized via the ion-pair interaction under the pentavalent iron species form. On the other hand, something curious ran through the characterization of these pseudoTSs - the inconsistency between the pseudoTS results and the PES profile of bromonium ion formation. Both were characterized at the PM7 semiempirical level of theory, but the displacement reaction showed up in the analysis of PES, while the pentavalent iron species was detected in the pseudoTS. Therefore, we suggest that the pentavalent iron species identified here as pseudoTS is a much more time-dependent species than in the case of chloronium or fluoronium ions. Moreover, we have obtained sufficient evidence that this is a unique case in which rapid exchange between bromine atoms occurs continuously, leaving no stable species that can be said with certainty to be responsible for the formation of halonium (i.e., bromonium) ions. This concluded our analyzes at this point. The analysis of IR showed the same result as in the previous cases, isolating a single negative frequency not corresponding to the pseudoTS at 81.26 cm$^{-1}$, with possible positive frequencies corresponding to such a pseudoTS at several values ranging from +109.11 to +424.81 cm$^{-1}$. Analysis of SOD yielded a value of 2.827 Å, which is in solid agreement with the Berny approximation of 2.780 Å. No CDR was identified, resulting in a relative error in the pseudoTS determination for the bromonium ion of 1.69%, which is safely within the exact analytical interval ($\leq 2\%$), within the given confidence level of 99% ($p=0.01$). Table 7 summarizes all the details of the pseudoTS for the bromonium ion.

Table 7. PseudoTS value determined by Berny algorithm at PM7 semiempirical level of theory and that obtained by SOD analysis for the pre-transition state in FeBr$_3$Br–Br complex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Br(4)–Br(5) bond length</th>
<th>Berny algorithm (Å)</th>
<th>SOD for complete PES (Å)</th>
<th>SOD for CDR-free PES (Å)</th>
<th>Absolute error (Å)</th>
<th>Relative error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Br(4)–Br(5) bond length</td>
<td>2.780</td>
<td>2.827</td>
<td>ND*</td>
<td>0.047 (regular)</td>
<td>1.69 (regular)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ND = Not Defined
2.4. Iodine(I)-chloride bound to FeBr₃

With respect to the FeBr₃-ClI complexation, we performed a PES profile job to see whether or not the interactions were as previously described, taking into account the toluene interactions. The Fe-Cl bond was chosen as the reaction coordinate, as it is believed to be formed. The PES profile, performed with the semiempirical PM7 functional, showed a fairly smooth profile with a single decreasing energy point. Along the reaction coordinate, the bond between iron and chlorine became shorter and the energy gradients worked well, considering that double reactivity is generally observed in ICl. In fact, the chlorine atom, although having a lower HOMO than the iodine atom, used the reactivity pathway in this case, leading to the tribromochloroferrate(III) complex. We believe that this result in reactivity came about due to the overall electronic effect (encompassing both HOMO and LUMO together) that easily distinguishes chlorine as a nucleophilic species.

Between the sixth and seventh scan steps, there was a decrease in the energy of the system, indicating that a preTS can be found for this complex (Figure 21). The energy gap value of 26.882 kcal/mol suggests a larger transformation along the given reaction coordinate, and that significant positional gradients are likely altered. This conjecture has proven true, with the transition from tetrahedral symmetry to trigonal pyramid identified. This geometry change has been observed before, but there is no direct evidence to say with clarity why this geometry change occurred. Iron(III) is able to model its orbitals, in particular HOMO, while the LUMO orbital on iron(III) is larger than $d_{x^2}$, most likely due to the fact that the iron(III) species can have both a high spin iron center and a low spin one. Since it is a high spin center, as predicted
for monomeric FeBr$_3$, we concluded that spin differentiation also affects this sudden transition from tetrahedral to trigonal pyramid. Anyway, the presence of a single inflection point where the energy decrease is straight, we can say that this transition in energy can be characterized as a kind of CDR phenomenon that we would call pseudoCDR. As we have observed, pseudoCDRs are treated normally and can bypass the detection of the TS point as efficiently as regular CDRs.

Therodynamic analyzes revealed no negative frequencies, only a relatively weak frequency at 514.69 cm$^{-1}$ characterizing the Fe-Cl stretching band in a trigonal pyramidal geometry. The exergonic behavior of such preTS would be attributed to an energy barrier for such preTS formation of -23.498 kcal/mol, suggesting that chlorine bonding is rather favored and a possible ferrate ion could be a pool for potential iodonium ion formation. The total stabilization energy settled at -49.457 kcal/mol, which is well above chlorine or bromine CT complex formation (cf. preTS for chlorine and bromine systems). With respect to this last electrophiloid studied, we must say that we did not look at the transition state pathway to characterize its spontaneity, but at the energies for TSs themselves! This hint would assure us that an accurate analysis of the intrinsic stabilization tendencies or spontaneity in the formation and existence of such complexes would suffice in all research of this kind. SOD analyzes were performed, but since no significant CDR was found, we concluded that the preTS value of the reaction coordinate was 2.011 Å. In contrast, Berny’s algorithm suggested that this distance in preTS is reached at 2.121 Å, which is the result whose outcome, measured as relative error in prediction, was calculated to be 5.19%, again considered to be within the highest confidence interval (p=0.01) within the statistics of the analytical analyzes. Table 8 summarizes the data on this complex.

**Table 8.** PreTS value determined with the Berny algorithm at the PM7 semiempirical theory level and the value obtained by SOD analysis for the pre-transition state in the FeBr$_3$-ClI complex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Berny algorithm (Å)</th>
<th>SOD for complete PES (Å)</th>
<th>SOD for CDR-free PES (Å)</th>
<th>Absolute error (Å)</th>
<th>Relative error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe–Cl bond length</td>
<td>2.121</td>
<td>2.011</td>
<td>ND*</td>
<td>0.110 (regular)</td>
<td>5.19 (regular)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ND = Not Defined.

It may be interesting to note what happens in the formation of iodonium ions after preTS and appropriate Fe-Cl CT complexation (Figures 25 and 26). Nevertheless, the PES profile follows the same pattern as in the previous cases, although it is useful to point out the slight decrease in energy at the second scan step, which at first sight could lead to the assumption that the first scan step acts as a potential CDR. Further analysis showed a regular change in the energy gradient, with an increase in the total energy of the profile. At the tenth scan step, a sudden steep drop in energy occurred. Analysing the PES profile of iodonium ion formation, we found convergence only in IBr molecule formation and FeBr$_2$Cl regeneration. On the other hand, FeBr$_3$ reconstitutes after catalysis of the EAS reaction, and this is the point we have relied on in this part of the discussion.
We believe that the IBr molecule, although less polarized, can serve as an iodonium ion pool, allowing the bromide ion to act as a better leaving group in the toluene and the possibility of FeBr₃ regeneration as well as chloride ion expulsion throughout the reaction process. Beginning with the eleventh scan step, we noticed something that may be important to this discussion and that is consistent with our previous assumption. Namely, starting at the eleventh scan step, we noticed that the I-Br bond is more polarized, with positive energy gradients observed. This fact probably causes the I-Br bond to break as a function of time, releasing bromide ions and returning the catalytic system to the way it was at the beginning.

Thermodynamic analysis of iodonium ion formation revealed several pieces of information. First, a single negative frequency at 4.75 cm⁻¹ was identified, which we normally neglect and attribute to noise in the computational algorithm. Further analysis gave a better insight into the positioning of the bands of the IR spectrum and defined that the I-Cl bond is rather not seen in the IR spectrum, not even in the region of the positive frequencies. However, analyzing the displacement vectors, we were able to find a frequency most similar to the I-Cl stretching band, appearing at 114.97 cm⁻¹, but with very weak intensity. On the other hand, again to our surprise, we found a rather strong stretching band of the Fe-Br bond (Figure 24) at 188.94 cm⁻¹. Moreover, as a side confirmation of Fe-Cl non-covalent bond, we found an
oscillation with very strong intensity at 434.21 cm\(^{-1}\), indicating the possibility of formation of iodonium ions with ICl as electrophiloid.

Further thermochemical analyses concerned the overall stability and spontaneity of this pseudoTS formation. The spontaneous formation of such CT complex in pseudoTS occurred with a lower energy barrier, defined here as -23.803 kcal/mol, which is in the range where other discussed complexes are found. Although a significant decrease in the energy barrier can be considered when speaking of a general energy stabilisation, which sets its value at -38.803 kcal/mol, which is among the highest for the complexes studied.

SOD analysis of the regular and CDR-free profiles yielded results that differed by \(\approx 1\) Å. This difference drastically increased the relative error of the pseudoTS determination. By applying the extrapolation algorithm to the given SODs, we obtained much better results, within an error of 0.3 Å, which was even smaller for CDR-corrected profiles. Table 9 contains summarized data on all important bond lengths and relative errors in the given approximations. Already the values of 7.72 and 7.89 % as relative error prove the good applicability of the SOD method within the graphical method even for sensitive systems with multiple transformations during energy scanning.

Table 9. PseudoTS value determined with the Berny algorithm at the PM7 semiempirical level of theory and that obtained by the SOD analysis for the pseudo-transition state in the FeBr\(_3\)Cl-I complex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Berny algorithm (Å)</th>
<th>SOD for complete PES (Å)</th>
<th>SOD for CDR-free PES (Å)</th>
<th>Absolute error (Å)</th>
<th>Relative error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 23. CDR-free SOD plot for FeBr\(_3\)Cl-I CT complex (a) and CDR-free PES profile for FeBr\(_3\)Cl-I CT complex, with Cl–I bond chosen as reaction coordinate (b).

Figure 24. Displacement vectors (blue arrows) for Fe–Br stretching vibration.
3. Experimental

All structures were analyzed and optimized with Gaussian16 program code [64]. All structures were created and maintained using the GaussView 6 graphic user interface program [65]. The initial structures for each electrophiloid discussed in this manuscript were molecularly pre-optimized using Universal Force Field (UFF) to obtain a better initial structure for further optimization. A symmetry algorithm was then used to assign each structure to the correct symmetry group. In some cases, the symmetry keyword was intentionally turned off to avoid entropy errors that could have resulted from inappropriate use of this keyword. In all other cases, especially when optimizing electrophiloids (OF₂, Cl₂ and ICl), the correct symmetry group was regularly assigned and used in the respective input file(s).

For all structures, the solvent keyword was used to estimate given solvent interactions to optimize the structures/complexes/states. In accordance with the name of the topic, we chose toluene as the solvent, due to its slightly increased reactivity in electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions, being a representative aromatic compound (i.e. very common in the experimental sense), so that it could serve as a relevant reference point for the interactions studied, as well as its very low dielectric constant, which was chosen intentionally to see how the analyzed complexes would behave in such a medium. We did not succeed in optimizing the FeBr₃ monomer in the toluene medium at the DFT (M06L) theory level, even at a higher maximum cycle keyword, so we optimized the same at the same theory level in the gas phase. Considering the purpose of the monomer calculations performed, we thought that it would be satisfactory to perform such a task in the gas phase.

The choice of the semiempirical level of theory was, as mentioned in the previous text, the trade-off for the ratio of accuracy and computational cost. PM7 [66-68], as the currently most accurate semiempirical functional, was the best candidate for the calculations, presented herein. Of course, the potential energy scan, together with the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) and molecular dynamics (MD) tasks, is one of the most complicated tasks that can be performed on today’s professional computational programs, so the choice of PM7 was all the more encouraging also in view of this fact. In addition, the meta-GGA functional M06L was chosen for all iron-based compounds, as it is better implemented than other Truhlar functions [42,43,47,48]. M06L was also used for aluminum compounds and complexes for comparison, although its performance for main group metals was worse than that of other, e.g., hybrid meta-GGAs, such as M062X or M06HF. Nevertheless, the obtained results showed a good agreement, despite all the previous remarks. For OF₂, a very high accuracy of the obtained data should be achieved, mainly because of the orbital shift, which was the goal in this study within the given objective. For all types of transition states, the semiempirical PM7 functional was used, with the implementation of the extra-quadratic convergence algorithm for SCF frequency calculations, due to the complexity of the analyzed systems and the partial geometries of non-covalent nature (it has the tendency toward hardly converging issues).

The choice of basis set (for DFT/MP2 functional level optimized structures) was determined due to the need to achieve greater accuracy. Therefore, the fivefold ζ-valence basis set (cc-pV5Z) was implemented on OF₂. The good correlation with few additional sets of polarized functions gave a better insight into the electronic properties, as well as possible orbital interactions intra- or intermolecularly. The choice of 6-311+G(d) and 6-311+G(3d2f) Pople triple zeta basis sets for iron(V) species and chlorine/chloride/chloronium ions, respectively, should provide a good methodological link in this type of studies. Choice of effective core potential (ECP) for iron and iodine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cl–I bond length</th>
<th>3.587 (regular)</th>
<th>3.304 (regular)</th>
<th>3.310 (regular)</th>
<th>0.283 (regular)</th>
<th>0.277 (CDR-free)</th>
<th>7.89 (regular)</th>
<th>7.72 (CDR-free)</th>
<th>7.72 (CDR-free)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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atoms was preset to double-\zeta-modified Los Alamos ECP (LanL2DZ) and Stuttgart-Dresden one (SDD), respectively [69-73]. In addition, all canonical orbitals, presented herein, were mapped at isovalue of 0.02.

SOD analyses were performed by OriginPro 2018B program code [74], by intersecting the zero value of the y-axis with the function of the 2nd derivative of energy (heat of formation). In cases where such a curve line is (more complex), intersecting the function at the zero value may result in obtaining multiple values. The mean value equation ($x_m$, eq. 10) resolves the best-fit prediction point for such a transition state, which is generally independent of the number of detected CDRs:

$$x_m = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} x_i}{k}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

4. Conclusions

PES analyses are promising algorithms in theoretical and computational chemistry, the analysis of which is very complex, which can sometimes complicate the work of physical organic/theoretical chemists. In modern chemical science, there are no essays on the detection of theoretically given charge transfer states. Although it is difficult to analyse, we manage to solve the preliminary stage of such analysis by developing and implementing the approach of graphical methodology in this kind of scan. The graphical methodology includes the FOD and SOD methods, which can accurately account for microscopic processes that occur as a function of time, as well as microscopic processes that are based on reversibility and involve the movement of electrons between orbitals within the FMO region or within intrinsic shells.

Using semiempirical PM7 methods, we were able to discover a type of noncovalent interaction that appears to control the outcome of the experimental procedure in these systems. Moreover, we have succeeded in finding and localizing interactions that were not known in the chemical community since the recently published work on the topic of the bimetalllic catalytic process between the interactions between transition and main group metals [58,75,76]. Based on the same mechanistic principles, we have solved for the first time a stabilizing interaction between transition metal - halogen ion pair where the halogen serves as the electrophilic species, which is different from the textbook predictions at the theoretical level for this type of complexes/ catalytic species. This has encouraged us to make a further contribution to the chemistry of transition metal catalysis.

In conclusion, we think that the current topics in this research area as well as this manuscript would not only "open the door" to new perspectives in this field, but also help in the development of new methods and methodologies in the recent future for even finer system analysis, in catalysis or other areas of chemistry.
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